1. Introduction

Acute pneumonia is the first cause of mortality related to infectious disease in Western countries, and on major cause of severe sepsis and septic shock [1]. However the diagnosis of acute pneumonia is often difficult in the emergency setting, as clinical, biological, and imaging sign are not specific [2].

International guidelines recommend the use of chest x-ray as first line examination, despite its low sensitivity and specificity [3]. Thoracic computed tomography (CT) scan, although considered as the gold standard, is often not performed and involves an important exposure to ionizing radiations, limiting its use to difficult cases.

Lung ultrasounds have shown a growing interest during the last few years in the diagnosis of pleural effusions, pneumothorax, pneumonias, or pulmonary contusions [4-6]. Most studies were realized in patients from intensive care setting. The results are so encouraging that in some units, chest x-rays have been replaced by lung ultrasounds in the follow-up of the patients [7,8]. In the emergency department (ED), the use of lung ultrasounds in the diagnosis of acute pneumonia has been studied in only a few studies [9]. Because of the bedside use of the ultrasound units, result can be immediately available preventing any delay in the diagnosis process. Moreover, its realization by the attending emergency physician could allow a substantial time-saving for the establishment of the diagnosis and consequently reduce the length of stay at the ED. However, the reliability of ultrasound diagnosis of acute pneumonia by ED physician must be confirmed before generalization of its use.

The aim of this study was to assess the potential of bedside lung ultrasound examination by the attending emergency physician in the diagnosis of acute pneumonia.

2. Material and methods

The study protocol has been approved by the local Ethics Committee of our institution (PV 27613).

In this single-center study, patients were included in the ED setting if presented the following criteria:

- Age 18 years and older, suspected of infectious acute pneumonia with at least three of the following items: tympanic temperature equal or higher than 38°C, cough, dyspnea, heart rate higher than 100 beats per minute, saturation of oxygen lower or equal to 92% in ambient air.

Five emergency physicians trained in sonography were involved in the study. The total staff of ED physicians was 10 during the inclusion period. Training was performed in a qualified sonography center according to the American College of Emergency Physician’s recommendations. It consisted in 2 days of theoretical formation alternating with practical ultrasounds sessions in groups of 3 people. Trainers of...
the center provided companionship for sonography knowledge maintenance and improvement, and in reading of digital ultrasounds images [10]. The lack of a trained emergency physician in ultrasound was a criterion for non-inclusion.

The emergency physician performed the lung ultrasound examination at the bedside immediately after the clinical examination (Portable ultrasound device SONOSITE M TURBO, Bothell, WA, USA). The ultrasound exploration led to a written report as well as the recording of images. The technique of ultrasound exploration was in accordance with international guidelines, and consisted in examination of 8 areas from the chest wall, by means of a convex 3.5 MHz transducer. Whenever possible, it was recommended to sit the patient to facilitate the exploration of the posterior fields. Otherwise one could turn the patient to the opposite side.

The presence of a unilateral or a bilateral alveolar-interstitial syndrome was necessary to retain the ultrasound diagnosis of pneumonia. The alveolar-interstitial syndrome (Fig. 1) was defined as the disappearance of the pleural line associated with aeric or water bronchograms within an image of tissue echogenicity [11]. This image could be to a “liver-like” lung aspect with or without effusion, corresponding to an outbreak of acute lobar pneumonia (Fig. 1). Alveolar syndrome and atelectasis could be differentiated based on the dynamic aspect of bronchograms, this latter being increased during the inspiration in case of alveolar syndrome.

Interstitial syndrome (Fig. 2) was defined by the presence of more than 3 B lines artifacts (rings down) by field of examination: vertical hyperechoic artifacts spreading up to the edge of the screen, moving with respiratory movements. These artifacts can be physiologically present at the lung base.

The usual standard of care was not modified by the present study protocol and each patient underwent a chest x-ray after the lung ultrasound examination and subsequently referred to the appropriate health care service.

The final diagnosis was performed by an independent senior expert, based on the examination of the complete medical chart including initial clinical findings, emergency laboratory test, chest x-ray data, and the results of thoracic CT scan if available.

The primary end point was the respective diagnosis performances of lung ultrasound and chest x-ray to a correct final diagnosis. The secondary end point was the concordance of lung ultrasound and chest X-ray with thoracic CT scan when performed. The thoracic CT scan was considered as the gold standard method.

3. Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were expressed as means ± SD and categorical data as numbers (percentages). The performance of each examination was expressed as sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and then compared by $\chi^2$ test.

A value of $P < .05$ was considered as a statistical significance. A population size calculation has been performed based on a preliminary study performed in our units, and found the need to include at least 120 patients to allow detection of a difference in sensitivity of 25% between chest x-ray and lung ultrasound for a sensitivity of the chest x-ray of 70% with a $\beta$ risk of .2 and $\alpha$ of 0.05.

4. Results

One hundred sixty-six patients were included from January 2010 to June 2012. Twenty-two patients were secondarily excluded, resulting in 144 finally analyzed patients. (Fig. 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Sensitivities, specificities, positive and negative predictive values for lung sonography and chest x-ray for the diagnosis of acute pneumonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The study population included 72 men and 72 women aged 77.6 ± 15.2 years. The diagnosis of pneumonia was retained after hospitalization for 123 of them. The respective diagnosis performances of lung ultrasound and chest x-ray, and their comparison are shown in Table 1.

Nine patients who were diagnosed with pneumonia after lung ultrasound finally had another diagnosis: 4 patients with sepsis of other origin, 2 patients with pulmonary embolism, 1 with acute respiratory distress syndrome, 1 with pulmonary fibrosis and one with acute anemia from gastric origin. For these patients, chest x-ray led to a false positive in 5 out of 9 cases.

Among the 49 cases with negative chest x-ray, final diagnosis of pneumonia was made 43 times by lung ultrasound.

Analysis of patients with pneumonia signs for less than 24 hours results are presented in the Table 2. In the two cases the chest ultrasound was more accurate than chest x-ray. However, there are many more pneumonias detected by ultrasound in the first 24 hours of the affection.

Among the 29 patients who underwent a CT scan (the gold standard method) due to difficult diagnosis (Table 3), 23 had pneumonia. In those patients, ultrasound accuracy was 100% (23 correct detection of pneumonia), whereas chest x-ray accuracy was only 52% (12 correct diagnosis among 23).

5. Discussion

The present study is one of the first to show a potential interest for the lung ultrasound compared to standard care patients for the diagnosis of acute pneumonia in non-selected ED patients. This study reveals a significantly higher sensitivity of lung ultrasound for the diagnosis of acute pneumonia compared to chest X-ray (95% vs 60%, \( P < .01 \)). Interestingly, lung ultrasound appears to be particularly more effective than chest x-ray when pneumonia is evolving for less than 24 hours. Moreover, when CT scan was performed due to difficult diagnosis, the performance of lung ultrasound for acute pneumonia diagnosis was 100%.

These results suggest a higher performance of lung ultrasound compared to chest x-ray, especially for early and difficult diagnosis of acute pneumonia.

Our results are comparable with those of previously published studies conducted in ED for the diagnosis of pneumonia, which found a sensitivity of 97–98% for lung ultrasounds vs. 67–75% for radiography [12–14]. In these studies like in ours, the primary end point was the final diagnosis at patient discharge. Lung ultrasound was compared with chest x-ray, CT scan remaining the gold standard in case of discrepancy between the two examinations; but only one expert had the ultrasound training, explaining the relatively small number of patients included in these studies. Indeed, our study is the first to our knowledge in which half of the emergency physicians staff was trained for lung ultrasound and, therefore, can recruit patients.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive sonography</th>
<th>Positive chest x-ray</th>
<th>( P )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signs &lt;24 h, ( n = 44 )</td>
<td>43 (76%)</td>
<td>13 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs &gt;24 h, ( n = 79 )</td>
<td>74 (93%)</td>
<td>61 (77%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 4. Decision making algorithm in the diagnosis of acute pneumonia in the ED setting.

The main limitation of the present study lies in the fact that the primary end point chosen, in this case the final diagnosis made by the clinician after hospitalization is also based on additional tests, including ultrasounds and the initial radiograph. To overcome this bias, we should have used the results of CT as a primary end point, which in terms of availability and irradiation is not justifiable. That's probably why it was also chosen in studies similar to ours [12–14].

Of the 144 patients, 9 false-positive examinations were observed for ultrasound, mainly due to sepsis from other origin or non-infectious pulmonary disease.

A possible option to limit false-positive rates could be to associate lung ultrasound to transthoracic cardiac ultrasound evaluation as done in the work of Silva et al with dyspnea in critical care practice [15], or to search for poplito-femoral thrombosis as shown in the BLUE protocol proposed by Lichtenstein [16,17].

Lung ultrasound performance is probably very good at detecting superficial pneumonia, it remains however poor at detecting deep alveolar lesions. The 6 false-negative results observed in this study is probably related to deep alveolar infection.

6. Conclusion

This study shows a clear superiority of lung ultrasound performed by a trained ED physician over the chest x-rays for the diagnosis of acute pneumonia. Given the ultrasonography performance for the diagnosis of acute pneumonia, lung ultrasound could replace chest x-ray as the first-line imaging investigation. In difficult cases (deep lesion) or in case of negative ultrasound, thoracic CT scan could be performed as suggested by a proposed decision-making algorithm for acute pneumonia diagnosis in the ED setting (Fig. 4).
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